The future of vaccines: Three innovations
from around the world
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diseases in months, rather than years.
Vaccine patches could make immunization
cheaper and more accessible than ever before
Syringes have always been essential for delivering
vaccination, but that could become a thing of the
past. Scientists at the Hilleman Labs in India have
developed micro-patches that could soon be used
for routine immunizations such as Hepatitis B.
These patches are cheap to produce and easy to
store, unlike many vaccines that require expensive
and specialist cold chains to keep them viable. The
Micro-patches could revolutionize how vaccines are
delivered, making it easier for marginalized communities patches don't need specialist training to be applied,
so they could even be used at home. This will make
to get access to vaccination. Credit: Photography:
them a potential lifeline for rural and poor families
UNICEF. Illustration: Wellcome
around the world, often excluded from routine
immunization efforts.
World immunization Week is an opportunity to
celebrate some of the most cutting-edge
vaccination projects and technologies from around
the world, which have the potential to improve
health for millions of people.

Iris scanning could make sure no one gets left
behind in the fight against Ebola

By putting research at the heart of the 2014 Ebola
epidemic two effective vaccines were developed.
These have been instrumental in helping to contain
To stop outbreaks of new diseases like COVID-19, the second largest Ebola outbreak in Central Africa.
or of known ones, like measles and polio, we must But in an area with high movement of people and
lacking in health infrastructure, how could
support and invest in vaccines. Here are three of
immunization workers track who had received the
the most cutting-edge innovations.
required multiple doses of the Ebola vaccine?
Vaccines could be developed in months rather
To overcome this, in Rwanda, innovations in iris
than years to help protect against emerging
scanning have helped create digital records. These
diseases like COVID-19
are also used for other immunization campaigns,
Vaccines traditionally take more than ten years to including measles, helping to bring more vaccines
develop. This is not fast enough for responding to to more people.
a novel threat like COVID-19 or an unknown
influenza. Thanks to developments in cutting-edge Innovations like these are helping us save more
lives than ever before. These are only made
platform technologies, that is changing.
possible through investment in research and
immunization across the globe. Let's make more
Researchers at Imperial College London are
developing an innovative platform called Rapidvac projects like these possible, let's get behind the
future of vaccines.
that could help to develop vaccines for new
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